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Introduction: 

In today’s modern business environment, where globalization and cross-region collaboration is 
required, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) may be seen as crucial to underpinning corporate ability 
to meet customers’ increasingly bespoke demands in a sustainable and competitive manner. PLM 
offers companies the capability of a framework to capture, store, retrieve, represent and re-utilize 
product and process knowledge in order to compete more effectively in today’s knowledge-intensive 
Product Development (PD) environment [2]. PLM, however, is not solely a technological framework; it is 
seen to offer social and cultural dimensions which contribute to the strategy and competitive 
advantage of organisations.  

PLM systems have gained acceptance for managing all information relating to products 
throughout their full lifecycle, from conceptualisation through operations to disposal. The PLM 
philosophy and systems, therefore, aim to provide support to an even broader range of engineering 
and business-related activities than merely PD. PLM was initially conceived as an academic concept to 
address the management of data, information and knowledge during product lifecycles, but 
subsequently has gained acceptance in industry to provide support to a wider gamut of business and 
engineering practices [9, 13]. Traditionally, product information has been organized and generated by 
various business functions in an organisation. Functional areas, such as design engineering, 
manufacturing engineering, supply chain management, sales and distribution, warranty and repair, 
and accounting all have information systems that reflect the needs of those independent functional 
areas [5]. The amount of data generated during PD processes is growing faster than ever before. For 
most aerospace, automotive and defense companies, to store data for 15-20 years is an absolute 
requirement but creates a big challenge. Sometimes data may be required to be stored upwards of 50 
years [13]. To capture product information within an enterprise and between partner enterprises, 
united, robust and flexible data models are required.  

An Industrial Investigation was conducted within a leading power generation manufacturing 
company in the UK between October 2013 and March 2014 and, for the purpose of this report, the 
organisation is referred to as ‘the Company’. The purpose of the investigation was to gain an 
understanding of the Company’s current practices and challenges in relation to: 1) Communication 
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between internal colleagues and external stakeholders; 2) The Product Development Process; 3) ICT 
Tools currently used within industry to assist with PLM; 4) Knowledge Management and Sharing; and 
5) Product Maintenance Management.  

The methodology used during the investigation was informal audio-recorded face to face 
interviews lasting between 60 to 90 minutes. In total, 17 employees were selected for interview and 
participants included the Plant Manager, Maintenance Engineers and Assembly Line Operatives. 
Interviews were conducted on an individual basis by a panel consisting of two PhD students and one 
post-doctoral research fellow. The interviewers followed a standardized 7-part questionnaire, which 
asked participants a variety of open-ended and closed questions to identify the knowledge 
management methods, practices and tools employed within the Company; the findings relating to 
these questions are summarized in this paper. 

The aim of this research is to report on the findings of the industrial investigation and propose a 
lessons learned-based system which could be integrated into the PLM system currently used by the 
Company. 

Main Idea: 
The implementation of PLM not only creates new processes and methods for future PD, but also deals 
with existing product information. It has been identified, through the investigation, that much 
information is generated at different stages of PD. In addition, product maintenance requires 
information and knowledge to come from the beginning of the product lifecycle. As highlighted, huge 
amounts of data already exists within companies which plan to implement PLM, hence appropriate 
tools are required to migrate this data and any future data to be organized in a systematic way which 
enables easier traceability, accountability and secure maintenance; this will allow the Company to 
address some of the common industrial issues and requirements.  

Businesses have recognised that organisational knowledge has an essential role to play in 
responding to competitive pressures and, for an increasing number of companies, opportunities to 
establish competitive advantage lie in their ability to enhance ideas and intellectual know-how. By 
putting their valuable knowledge assets to more effective use, organisations can benefit from 
innovative PD breakthroughs and improved processes and practices. The formalized and facilitated 
processes offered by PLM encourage the sharing of knowledge between colleagues and external 
partners to establish a competitive platform which cannot be replicated by others. The Lessons 
Learned (LL) process is a key part of Knowledge Management; it is an activity where new knowledge is 
identified through activity and review and assimilated into future work practices.  If an organisation 
can draw on the lessons learned from employee experiences and neutralize repetitive mistakes, then 
the LL activity should be given due consideration in New Product Development (NPD).  

In order for knowledge sharing to be successful during the entire PD lifecycle, employees must be 
willing to collaborate with colleagues and their extended supply chain. It is recognised [6], however, 
that employee collaboration faces numerous barriers in the workplace, which are often due to social or 
technological factors. Firstly, employee trust is seen as a potential barrier when an employee is 
deciding whether it is beneficial to engage in collaboration or not, as often they fear that colleagues 
may take credit for the work they have previously submitted. There is also potential language or 
cultural barriers which inhibit employee collaboration in multi-national organisations or between 
collaborating entities; additionally, inconsistencies often exist in corporate policies in relation to 
employee collaboration, which can result in colleagues being unaware of the procedures and processes 
to follow when interacting with different sites or business units within the same organisation.   

PLM is an integrated, information-driven approach comprised of people, processes, practices and 
technologies to all aspects of a product’s life cycle, from its design through manufacture, development 
and maintenance, culminating in the product’s removal from service and final disposal. By trading 
product information for wasted time, energy, and material across the entire organisation and into the 
supply chain, PLM drives the next generation of lean thinking. The goal of PLM is to digitally transform 
the life cycle that companies use to conceive, design, manufacture, service and improve product 
offerings; this enables companies to capture product information and knowledge and leverage it in an 
integrated lifecycle process that improves the efficiency of the whole product lifecycle from start to 
finish.  
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The maintenance costs of general engineering products account for 15-60% of the total production 
cost, while high value and complex products, with long lifetimes, are experiencing the maximum 
percentage [16]; thus, the ability of quick maintenance process making plays an important role in 
improving maintenance efficiency and reducing maintenance costs.  

Product Service Systems (PSS) are taken as an effective way to improve maintenance strategy 
creation and integrate information and knowledge from other stages throughout the product lifecycle 
[15]. PSS can be defined as “a system of products, services, network partners and supporting 
infrastructure that are economically feasible, competitive and satisfy customer needs; it offers de-
materialized solutions that minimize the environmental impact of consumption” [4]. From research, 
new product models have been proposed to connect different lifecycle phases using semantic web 
ontologies to model product and service-related knowledge. E-maintenance is the concept of the 
“integration of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) within the maintenance strategy 
and/or plan”. It can be regarded as “excellent maintenance” or “efficient maintenance + effective 
maintenance + enterprise maintenance” [8]. In the work of Macchi and Garetti [6], e-maintenance was 
used to select maintenance policies for complex production systems. Computerized Maintenance 
Management System (CMMS) are software achieved by using ICT tools, based on e-maintenance 
concepts, which support the management of maintenance knowledge in industry [11]. However, in real 
life, large companies still encounter problems with regard to maintenance KM and process planning, 
because, from one aspect, huge amounts of data/information and knowledge have been generated 
throughout the long history of PD. Unfortunately, it is a challenging activity for maintenance engineers 
to find the right product information and even knowledge to meet maintenance requirements. On the 
other hand, engineers do the maintenance work mainly according to their own knowledge and 
experience, which makes it hard to find best practice knowledge; then, the current CMMS stores the 
maintenance knowledge, but the knowledge is not stored in a systematic way and is often hard to 
retrieve and reuse.   

Since the 1990s, there has been increasing recognition that one of the most valuable resources 
owned by an organisation is its employee and organisational knowledge. Prior to the 1990s, Porter and 
Millar [10] suggested that the key to a company being successful was in the information it possessed. 
Nowadays, it is believed that employee knowledge is the key to corporate survival and growth; 
companies need to maintain and make better and more informed use of their employee, partner and 
organisational knowledge [3]. The results of the industrial investigation relating to KM included: 
• During manufacture, a set of work instructions are produced detailing relevant knowledge in 

relation to the design, manufacture and assembly process for a complete product. This explicit 
knowledge is stored on an internal database, which is the first point of reference for operators 
working on the assembly line; 

• It was reported that the company promotes a ‘who you know’ culture, whereby employees are 
encouraged to ask colleagues to share knowledge and, if that colleague does not have the required 
knowledge, ask if they can suggest someone who does; 

• Employees confirmed that best practice knowledge is typically stored in spreadsheets and then 
made available via the touch-screen EASE system. Knowledge is occasionally input into accessible 
intranet sites, although this is not considered standard practice; and 

• The Company does not currently have a standardized method for sharing knowledge relating to 
best practices, although employees commented that they try to make their knowledge as easy as 
possible to understand. 

Many prominent Engineering organisations nowadays collect LL. The early pioneers of this 
initiative have been space agencies and military organisations. A significant part of the work related to 
simulated exercises, after which members were asked to describe what they learned and store this in 
generic or dedicated information repository. A number of researchers [4, 8] regard LL practices as 
building blocks of learning in the organisation and agents of knowledge creation; they allow the 
capture of individual and group experiences into organisational knowledge. Therefore, organisations 
need to have what Cooke-Davis [1] describe as an effective means of learning from experience on 
projects, that combine explicit knowledge with tacit knowledge in a way that encourages people to 
learn and to embed that learning into continuous improvement of project management processes and 
practices. 
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The current PLM system used in the Company does not have the level of customization to capture 
LL during NPD. Currently, LLs are only captured at the end of a project and are typically stored in a 
unstructured way. Consequently, this information is unlikely to be reused during NPD. There is a need 
to analyze these experiences in an effort to create a feedback-loop to the development process. Since 
no feedback loop has been established in the Company, many engineers are unaware who may benefit 
from the insights and experiences captured. A design of a LL module will be proposed and this can be 
integrated into the existing PLM system; Figure 1 shows the proposed wireframe of the data entry 
form. 

The schematic above is designed for the benefit of geographically dispersed engineers to enter 
meaningful information at different stages of the NPD project. Careful attention is given to the 
structure of the form, so that it will assist with the retrieval process later. 

Conclusions: 

From the industrial investigation, the areas of the PLM system requiring further customization were 
highlighted. A design for a LL module was proposed, which would have the benefit of capturing 
meaningful information during the different stages of NPD. With regard to KM, the investigation 
confirmed that the Company does not have a formalized method or computer-based platform in place 
for the capture, management and sharing of explicit employee and organizational knowledge; in 
future, it is planned to develop an integrated social computing tool to assist in this process. Finally, 
product maintenance processes were reviewed during the investigation and an e-Maintenance system 
will be developed in future to improve the product service management. 
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Fig. 1: Data Entry Form for Lessons Learned module. 
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